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Many hospitality and travel organizations are simplifying their operations with digital solutions. These 

technologies -- like key fobs and mobile apps -- add considerable speed and convenience to customer 

service. Now there are technologies to extend that simplification to one’s daily dealings with invoices and 

forms. 

Imagine if you could quickly create professional-looking PDF forms that guests could sign with a few taps 

on their phone or a tablet. They’d be impressed, and you would save on office overhead while reducing 

your environmental footprint. A robust yet lightweight PDF solution such as PDFelement can be your key to 

unlocking a superior guest experience. With PDFelement, you can quickly create interactive, electronically 

fillable PDF forms that speed transactions. You’ll also get tools for your office, such as advanced data 

extraction that can help you eliminate errors and delays associated with manual data entry.
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Find out how you can improve document 
productivity in each of your departments with 
PDFelement

Sales

Accelerate your deals with professional solutions for all 

your sales documents.

●Modify and sign contracts anytime, anywhere & on 

any device 

●Use custom templates to simplify order form, invoice 

and quote creation

●Prevent confusion on contracts with comments and 

‘sign-here’ flags

Key Features

●Edit any document like you 

would in Microsoft Word™

●Customize forms and form 

templates 

●Automatic form recognition 

from popular office file types

●Fast and accurate form data 

extraction

•
••
••
••
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Marketing

Empower your marketing campaigns with robust 

collateral material.

●Easily remix almost any document type into a 

single PDF. 

●Combine 300+ file types into a single cohesive 

PDF file 

●Exploit track changes and comments for easy 

online collaboration

Key features

●Edit any document like you 

would in Microsoft Word™

●Document conversion to 

and from PDF 

●Highlight, strikethrough, 

comment and custom 

stamp tools

Finance & Accounting

Tame your daily influx of forms, contracts, invoices 

and reports with powerful document tools.

●Use customizable password protection on 

sensitive documents

●Extract form data straight from paper with data 

extraction and form recognition

●Customize stamps to add name, date and time to 

documents

Key Features

●Custom form builder and 

templates

●Conversion tools: 200+ file 

types into one PDF 

●Highlight, strikethrough, 

comment and custom 

stamp tools

●8000+ library of 

downloadable form and 

invoice templates

Human Resources

Simplify employee form creation and completion, 

and eliminate errors and delays caused by manual 

data entry. 

●Sign documents electronically.

●Create interactive, fillable PDF forms at a click 

from Word and Excel files.

●Simplify filing and file retrieval via searchable, 

keyworded PDFs.

●Exploit data extraction to eliminate manual data 

entry from forms

Key Features

●Custom form builder

●Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR)

●Automatic form recognition 

from popular office file types

●Fast, accurate form data 

extraction

• •

• •

•

•

••
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PDFelement provides you with everything you need for PDF forms, including form recognition. This lets 

you import legacy forms in Excel and Word format and convert them into interactive PDF forms at a 

click. Afterwards, you can add other interactive features, such as check boxes, radio buttons, signature 

lines and more, to create professional forms comparable to those used by many government agencies. 

You can then upload your interactive PDF forms onto tablets, smartphones and other mobile devices for 

completion, providing your guests fast and impressive form experiences.

Not only will PDFelement let you create professional-looking digital forms, it also lets you extract data from 

them at a click. So once you have collected forms from many customers, you can compile that information 

into a single Excel sheet and use analytical tools to look for patterns. 

PDFelement’s data extraction even works on scanned paper forms or photos of forms: i.e., documents 

without selectable, searchable and editable text objects. With PDFelement’s form field tool, you can 

highlight sections of the scanned image you wish to extract. At a click, you can then process literally 

hundreds of identical scanned forms in minutes. PDFelement is unique in that it will automatically use its 

built-in Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to accurately recognize, extract and sort information from the 

areas you have highlighted into a .CSV file.  
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Unlocking your digital guest experience with PDF forms

Form Data Extraction -- eliminate manual data entry

IT

Enjoy simple deployment and an easy UI that 

maximizes end-user value.

●An install size one third the memory of Adobe 

Acrobat

●Office 2016-like interface, to minimize staff 

retraining and help requests

●Website with many faqs, tutorials, how-to-articles, 

webinars and more to facilitate self-education

Key Features

●On-demand Deployment 

Wizard 

●Simple, Office 2016-like UI

●Full-service help center 

●Password protection

●Small install footprint

•
•
•

•
•

•
••
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PDFelement,  the most convenient way to work with 
PDF invoices, reports and forms.

Why PDFelement should be your solution of choice

Affordable Lifetime Investment No Sweat Licensing

Get everything you need to create, edit, convert 

and combine your PDFs plus advanced form 

tools at fraction of the cost of what Adobe 

Acrobat DC will cost you over two years.

Your single investment gets you lifetime access 

and full customer support with no strings 

attached. Your ITs will never have to endure the 

pressure of an Adobe audit.

Smarter, Faster Text Editing Unified Office 2016 Design

Edit documents just like you would in Microsoft 

Word without losing formatting or fonts.

A new interface ensures a short learning curve 

and familiar experience remarkably consistent 

on Mac and Windows.

PDFelement comes with everything to equip your departments with a robust, intuitive document solution 

and to create seamless digital form experiences for your guests. With its data extraction, PDFelement 

will also slash overtime and other costs associated with unreasonable data entry, thereby increasing your 

company’s margins.
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The PDF Associatn exists to promote 

the adoption and implementation 

of International Standards for PDF 

technology across developers, software 

vendors and end-users. 

The Mission of the PDF Association is 

to promote Open Standards-based 

electronic document implementations 

using PDF technology through 

education, expertise and shared 

experience for stakeholders worldwide.
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